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THE PRONUNCIATION OF WOMEN: SOME SPANISH EVIDENCE
LYNNWILUAMS
Introduction
The material for this article bas been drawn from a larger sociolinguistic survey of various
aspects of tbe phonology of 18-26 yr aids in Valladolid carried out between October 1976
and April 1977. I The methodology used is basically the same as that developed by William
Labov for his New York survey and has become ODe of the m'ost established methods of
enquiry into the social differentiation of the phonology of urban sp~-communities.
Informants were selected from the Valladolid census records in a semi-random manner
and assigned to their socio-economic class according to the criteria of Spanish sociologists. Each informant was interviewed with the aid of a Questionnaire designed to elicit
speech characteristic of four dh:tinct contextual styles. The different sections intO which
the questionnaire was divided are conversation style (CS), reading-passage style (RPS),
word-list style (WLS) and minimal pairs style (MPS) and represent increasing degrees of
formality and anention paid to speech as the interview progressed. All interviews were
tape-recorded. 2
Each phonological variable was identified together with all its variants during the
course of a pilot survey. Toe variants were arranged in a sociolinguistic hierarchy according to the degree of prestige attached to them and then allotted numerical values. A
low value was given to the traditional, prestige variant with higher values being allotted to
each remaining variant as the amount of prestige connected with it decreased. This
numerical scale makes it easy for those unfamiliar with the Valladolid speech community
to identify the position of vmants within their respective sociolinguistic hierarchies.
Labov goes funher than t.bis in his survey and uses the numerical scale as the basis for
converting phonological data intO statistical data which take the form of index scores.
These index scores represent a sort of average score achieved by informants for a particular phonological variable in a given social context. By extending the operation, Labov
calculates index scores for the different socio-econornic groups in several contextual styles
and presents the data. coarsened in this way, in the form of a graph which immediately
gives an indication of the nature of the sociolinguistic variation involved. This is a neat
and space-saving method of presenting data of this type and where the phonological
variable concerned has only two variants one gets a good idea from the index score of
the behaviour of both variants. However, where a variable has three or more variants,
Labov's method begins to conceal mucttof the data because it then becomes impossible
to detennine how the different variants of a variable combine to give an index score and
scores which appear in the middle range of the index are particularly confusing. One
method which has been used to overcome this difficulty has been to present the number of
times each variant of a variable occurs as a percentage score of the total number of
occurrences of that variable as observed among a particular socio-economic group in a
given cOntextt;;ll style. This method has the advantage of presenting the data more or
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less in raw form and of revealing in detail what is happening. The we of raw data,
however. can create almost as many problems as it solves. For example. rather more space
is often required for the tabulation of results. Also. results in this form tend not to lend
themselves to immediate interpretation as general patterns are frequently obscured by
detail. This problem becomes more and more acute as the number of variants to be looked
at rises and one begins to discover some of the virtues of Labov's index score which
maintains the same level of efficiency, such as it is. for all variables having three or more
variants as I have explained. The dilemma. then, is how to present data in a way that will
allow the behaviour of all the variants of a variable to be observed while at the same time
giving an indication of the general sociolinguistic patterns prevailing in the community
under study. So far as I know, no adequate solution to the problem has yet been reached.
What I, therefore, propose to do here is to present, in table form, percentage scores for
all the variants of each variable as they are used by the various sociO-et:onomic groups in
different social contexts and then, in my analysis of the behaviour of each variable, to
coarsen the results as I attempt to exuaa general conclusions from them.. A certain
coarsening of the data, it seems to me, is inevitable if one is to have anything worthwhile
to say.
Another point of departure between Labov and myself has to do with how to defIne a
'speech community'. This is important because it is related to the patterns of stylistic
variation found in New York and Valladolid. Labov (1966, p. 288) believes it feasible to
defme a speech community as 'a group of speakers wbo share a set of social attitudes
towards language'. By this he means that all speakers in a given speech community,
regardless of their socio-economic class, agree on wbat is 'correct' or 'prestigious' as far
as linguistic usage in their community is concerned and this irrespective of whether they
normally l.:.\.e the forms they consider prestigious.. It is this uniform set of subjective
attitudes to language, this recognition on the part of all speakers of an exterior standard
of correctness whicb, according to Labov, governs stylistic variation and causes all
speakers to reduce the number of stigmatized linguistic forms they use as they move from
an info~al to a more formal situation. If this movement is plotted graphically, th~ is
a regular downward slope from the informal to the formal. This is known as 'regular
style·shifting'. Two more things regarding the Labovian view on attitudes ~to lAnguage
within a speech community need to be mentioned before loolcing at the situation which
obtains in Valladolid. First, because linguistic change takes place in time, Labov is forced
to recognize that different generations may not always share the same set" of social
attitudes towards language. This can be seen as an exception to his defmitioD of 'speech
community'. Secondly, Labov also points to the existence of 'covert prestige', which, in
ce:1.ain conte.'(ts, can be associated with non-standard forms of language. Typical manifestations of this type of prestige are working-class (We) or Black American liDguistic
solidarity. But, Labov seems to argue, this kind of prestige is not overtly expressed and,
therefore. does not affect stylistic variation. The assumption is that stylistic variation
responds not to covert but only to overt pressures. Coven attitudes must be elicited in
other ways.
In Valladolid,l discovered that, when questioned directly with regard to pronunciation
differences within their city" most, if not all, speakers tended to agree either that there
were no differences or that these were minimal. However, I discovered a very obvious
anomaly between this kind of attitude and the eagerness of many members of the community
to pass social co,mment on the pronunciation of others. For ex.:mtple, if one asks the average
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middle-class (MC) va/lisoletano to evaluate the pronunciation of a third person, one of
three replies will almost certainly be given. If the speech of the third person corresponds
with that of the individual being questioned, the answer is usually 'habla bien' or 'habla
normar. If, on the other hand, the speech of the third person differs sociolinguistically
from that of the individual being questioned, one of two replies tends to be given. Ether
it will be said of the third person that 'es un r:ursr or that 'es unpaleto'.
The terms 'eu.rsl~ and 'paleto' are diametrically opposed and are used to describe forms
of social behaviour. They might equally be used to describe the way a person speaks,
dresses or even eats. Both terms arc pejorative and would never be used by an MC spcaJcer
in reference to himself. They are employed to condemn types of behaviour which are
deemed unacceptable, either because they are felt to be pretentious or because they arc
considered unsavoury. Neither term need represent objective values and often simply
reflects the personal taste of the user. Thus 'CUrsl~ is a word which defmes the kind of
behaviour which, in its attempt to appear refined or elegant, could be thought to go too
far, becoming affected or ridiculous. In the words of Francisco Umbra! (1978, p. 169),
'10 cursi es siempre un exceso, algo que sobra'. Similarly, 'palera' is also used to condemn
social behaviour, but at the other end of the spectrum. It describes what is considered to
be a complete lack of attention to, or ignorance of, the minimal requirements of 'good
taste'. Following Umbral, it could be said that '10 palero es siempre dejicitario, algo que
Jalta' .
Looking more specifically at pronunciation, one can see how, in VaUadolid, the use of
these terms often constitutes a dialectic which reflects a state of sociolinguistic polarity.
For example, usc of 'cursi' is not, as might be expected, peculiar to those who wish to
describe the more reimed speech of someone from a higher social class; neither is 'paleto'
used only by those who attempt to evaluate the more casual or substandard sp~ of
someone from a lower social class. Vallisoletanos frequently use both words to refer to
the language of members of their own social class. Now, this overtly expressed division in
attitudes towards the variants of certain phonological variables in Valladolid is, (or
obvious reasons, particularly common amongst Me speakers) One MC spcaJcer may.
for example, prefer to say 'abandonado' and 'cerrado', believing this to be the only
'correct' way to pronounce this variable, wbilst another speaker. of identical social
characteristics, may imd such conservatism stilted or affected and prefer the forms
'abandonao' and 'cerrao'. This sort of division in attitudes is applicable to a whole
short, one of two sociolinguistic trends appears to
series of phonological variables.
characterize the pronunciation of speakers of Valladolid Spanish. Either they follow
traditional. prestige patterns or they prefer to speak a more natural, relaxed Spanish.
Those who fail to recognize traditional norms are considered 'paletas' by those who
continue to respect them, whilst those who reject more spontaneous forms of pronun·
ciation are deemed 'eursis' by those who prefer a less contrived style of language. It
should be noted at this point that a particular speaker need not adopt the same attitude
towards all variables. Much depends On the degree to which the traditional. prestige
variant of a given variable is being challenged by other variants. Hbwever, the speaker
who generally adopts a relaxed approach to language tends. in the main, to handIe all
variables in a similar way. This. in essence, is what 1 have called the 'Cursi·Paleto'
dialectic.
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allows us to draw two conclusions. Fust. contrary to aec:epted popular opinion within
and without the community. there are differences in pronunciation in VaUadolid which
are sociolinguisticaJly significant. Secondly, it must be remembered that the: 'CursiPalelo' dialectic ren~ overt attitudes to language and has little, if anything, to do with
coven prestige. Amongst va//isoletanos of the same age, and even of the same socioeeonomic group, there are two sets of overt subjective. attitudes to some phonological
variables. By this 1 mean that often there is no unifol'Di agreemeDt as to which variant of
a variable has the: greatest prestige. This evidently conflicts with the Labovian view that,
providing they belong to the same age-group, all speakers in a given speech community.
regardless of their socia-economic class, will share a common set of attitudes to language.
But apart from casting doubt on the accwacy of Labov's defInition of 'speech community', the 'Cursi-Palero' dialectic is also important because, inevitably, it upsets the
regular pattern of stylistic variation that we fwd in the New York survey. If, as Labov
seems to propound, stylistic variation, as a speaker moves from an informal to a more
fonnal context, responds to overt pressures, to the recognitioo on the part of all speakers
of a single exterior standard of correctness, then the existence in Valladolid of two sets
of overt subjective attitudes towards some variables is unlikely to produce this same
regular pattern. In fact, the pattern of stylistic variation that we fwd in Valladolid sometimes conf:;)nns to the Labovian pattern and sometimes does oot. In those cases where
the position of the traditional, prestige variant of a variable remains secure, i.e. where
there is only one exterior standard of correctness, there is no division in subjective
attitudes towards the variable, and the orthodox pattern of :!tylistic variation found in
Labov obtains. But where the position of the traditional, prestige variant is challenged by
a new fonn which gains recognition amongst a sufficient number of speakers, particularly
those of the highest socio-economic group, there is a division of subjective attitudes
towards the variable, and the orthodox pattern of stylistic variation is disrupted. The
division in subjective attitudes may manifest itself along social class or sex lines, or simply
between individuals in the same social group, and the disruptioo of the pattern is seen in
the reversal in the direction of stylistic variation between WlS and MPS, because it is only
in MPS that the informant is required to malee a conscious choice between two competing
forms as, for example, in the minimal pair 'bacaIao' and 'abando1U1do'2. Nowhere else
is he required to make such a choice. The direction which the gI1!.p~ lakes between these
two sryles indicates whether the new form is beginning to triumph or whether the
traditional, prestige variant is thus far resisting the challenge to its position.
To sum up, then,. the pattern of stylistic variation found in valladolid may not always
be orthodox but is important because it reflects the status of competing sociolinguistic
trends and indicates which of the trends is triumphing in each of the phonological
variables at the time the survey was conducted.
Frmalr speecb
Otto Jespersen is often cited as one of the first scholars to comment 00 sex differences
in language. He bas defined female speech as being refined, euphemistic and hyperbolic,
that is to say, a generally conservative variety of language as opposed to male speech,
which is characterized by greater use .of slang and open acceptance of innovation. Since
Jespersen there have been many attempts to categorize the differences between male and
female speech. In 19S2, Orbis gathered a whole series of swdies concerned precisely with
this topic. However, it is only since the 19605, with the rise of sociolinguistics as a separate
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branch of linguistics based on relatively accurate statistical analyses and objective sociological information, that anything more than general impressionistic conclusions have
been reached. Since William Labov's survey of New York speech published in 1966, there
has been a whole spate of urban dialect surveys which have looked closely at sex differences in language.- Although these surveys have brought to light a wealth of new,
detailed information, in their general fmdings on male-female differences in language
they have tended to support the conclusions of earlier, more impressionistic, studies.
Also, it has been discovered that highly industrialized urban areas and primitive or rural
communities differ very little in the ways males and females handle language. The general
view seems to be that, allowing for such factors as social class, ethnic group, and age,
female speech is more conservative and/or prestigious than male speech.
The observation of linguistic behaviour in different social situations has further enabled
sociolinguists to conclude that women tend to use more prestige-forms than males,
particularly as the formality of the situation increases. This point, fIrst made by Labov
(1966, p. 288), refers to MC females. Neither Labov nor, so far as I know, anyone since,
has been able to say whether lower-class women are also more sensitive to social speech.
Their evidence is not clear here. This strikes me as surprising because onc only has to
watch any television 'soap-opera' dealing with WC life to see that lower<lass females are
certainly thought to be more sensitive to sociolinguistic variables than their male counterparts. A comparison of Hilda Ogden's language with that of her husband, Stan, in the
British television series Coronation Street, provides a typical example, and I am sure
many more could be adduced in support of this view. I will return to this point when I deal
with the Valladolid variables.
Some sociolinguistic surveys, it is true, have indicated that women do innovate where
males do not. For exampie, a study published in 1966 by Levine and Crockett of postvocalic Irl in Hillsboro. Nonh Carolina, showed that women constituted the vanguard of
linguistic change. But in this instance the change represented a movement away from the
older prestige-form towards a new national norm. Similarly, Suzanne Romaine's analysis
of the same feature in Scottish English also revealed women to be the main initiators of
change. But, again, the females concerned were members of the higher status groups and
were introducing a new prestige-form, i.e. they were moving in the direction of RP. It
would, therefore, appear that even when females spearhead linguistic change, it tends to
be in the direction of a new prestige-fonn as, for example, when a local prestige-feature
is rejected and a movement initiated towards a national norm or the standard language.
For this reason, it is important to differentiate between the terms 'prestigious' and 'conservative', as they are used to describe female speech. Although they are the labels most
frequently attached to female speech, they are not always to be understood synonymously.
Noteworthy amongst those linguists who have concluded that female stleecb is, indeed,
more conservative andlor prestigious than male speech is Peter Trudgill. Trudgill (1974,
pp. 94-5) does not find it at all surprising that women should view language differently
from men, given the structure of Western industrial society and the role generally performed by women in it, and accounts for the difference in the foUowing way. First,
women are rated socially, for the most part, on how they appear. whereas men are rated
by what they do. Significant, it would seem. is that the social class of women tends to be
detennined by that of their husband, if married. or often by that of their father. if they
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still live in their parents' home. Only if they work and live alone do women determine
their own social class. Now. because the social position of males is automatically signalled
by what they do, and because the position of women in society is still intimately connected
with that of males. women can only personally signal their status by the way they appear.
One of the things they do to appear refined. TrudgilJ suggests, is to use more 'correct'
forms of language. Secondly, the roughness and toughness associated with the relative
hardship of we life has transmitted to we speech connotations of masculinity. For
example, when informants have listened to the taped voices of a male we speaker and
a male Me speaker, and then have been asked which of the two speakers they felt would
come out on top in a street fight, they have invariably voted in favour of the we speaker.
This offers some idea of the close association between we speech and the concept of
masculinity, and also explains why we speech often acquires a curious positive value
amongst male speakers of all socio.economic groups. For this same reason, it is hardly
surprising that women tend to shun we speech forms and move, particularly in formal
situations, towards tbe standard language. The use of such forms transmits to the female
speaker a whole series of undesirable social characteristics, as does the u:;e of coarse or
obscene language. Hence the conservative and/or prestigious nature of female speech in
general.
What seems clear from all this is that the majority of linguists accept not merely that
the language of women is generally more 'correct' than that of men, but also, and perhaps
more imponantly, that its character is intimately bound up with the type of life they enjoy
in society. Implicit in this view is the assumption that, depending on the relative strengths
of the two arguments proposed by Trudgill to explain sex differences in language, a
change in the kind of life women lead in society sbould logically be accompanied by some
form of adjustment in their linguistic behaviour.' Since the role of women in contemporary Spanish society is being radically transformed, one of the most interesting
aspects of the Vailadoiid survey is the opponunity it provides of observing the extent to
which this assumption is uue. Unfol1unately, a drawback of the Valladolid survey is the
.fact that it is the fIrSt sociolinguistic survey of the language of Old Castile. and, con~
scquently. there are no data from which to draw comparisons. Nevertheless, I will present
my results, such as they are, and compare and contrast them with those of sociolinauists
in 'Britain and the USA. First, though, a discussion of the changing role of women in
contemporary Spanish society is net:essary.
The role of women in Spanish society
(1)

Franco Spain

In 1931 the II Spanish Republic started taking definite steps towards the complete
emancipation of women. Political franchise, the divorce law (1932), and the introduction
of legal abortion in Catalonia, were just some of the concessions made as part of the
- liberating process. But with the overthrow of the Republic in 1936 and the subsequent
establishment of the Franco regime, these concessionary laws were repealed. Coeducation, for example, which had been introduced by the previous government, was
quickly abolished. The reason for this was that. according to the principles of the 'Move·
ment', Franco's main political organ, women should receive a thoroughly separate
religious education designed specifically to teach them their 'proper' roles in society ~
future wives and mothers. It was felt that the incorporation of women into the world of
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work would politicize them and weaken the family. unit, and to remove this danger they
were taught that their place was in the home and their function to have lots of children. In
this way, not only would it be less likely for them to become politicized, but also they
would help deter their husbands from becoming involved in political or labour problems.
In short, women became an important tool in the hands of the Francoists to preserve the
dictatorial structure, and, as such, they were exploited. For instance, until 1972, a woman
did not legally reach the age of majority until she was 25 yr old, whilst a man acquired
this privilege at the age of 21. However, by the early 19705 attitudes were beginning to
change substantially with regard to the role of women in Spanish society.
.

(2) Change in the 1970s
Francisco Umbral, a keen observer of the contemporary Spanish scene, sums up the
position of females in Spain today in the following way:
Ltz ~paiiala ~t6 h~ha un /la. (.. . J La ~PDiio!a no saM si Juu:rfU ou!afa, hippy, progr~, madu dr
familia, rnfrnnrra 0 mar.tista. Los trotS ~tamtnlo.r mas vivos y conflictivas, hoy. tn d pais, son. los
j6vtnes, fas mujrr~ y rl Cofrgia dt Abagados dr Madrid (Umbra!, 1974, p. 11).'

In spite of the obvious irony, Umbral is making a serious point which is supported' by
the r~ults of a whole series of sociological surveys performed in Spain during the 1970s.
These surveys are general surveys of the whole country, but Valladolid, as a leading
industrial area, can be expected to conform with the rest of industrial Spain. I propose
now to look briefly at one or two points arising from these surveys which have. particular
relevance to the theme of this ankle.
(a) Work. According to Foessa (1976), in 1975 only 50ll"Jo of women who worked worked
for economic reasons. The other 50070 of the active female population worked mainly
for one of three reasons. They either had a desire to practise a profession, to be
useful in society or to 'realizarse como persona'. Now, whereas women, especially lower~
class women, had long since worked for economic reasons, the reasons just enumerated
appear to characterize the 1970s and, as might be expected, show a clear correlation with
socio-economic class. Foessa calculated that 34l1"Jo of middle middle-class and upper
middle-class females worked to 'rea/izarse como persona'; 420/0 of 'projesionaJes libres'
(UC females?) worked for the same reason; 63l1"Jo of upper class and upper middle-class
women, and 33l1"Jo of middle middle-class women did nor. work because they did not need
the money. Given these figures, Foessa concluded that
'quitnts trabajQn tn ocupQeion~ sac;a!mrnu mrjor cQruidrradas y rn {as qur UUlt una mayor
posibilidad dt rtalil/1cion ptf'$anaf son mucho mas favorabfl!S a fa incorporoci6n dt fa mujtr QI mundo
dtf trabojo' (1976. pp. 370-73).

Amando de Miguel, a sociologist at Madrid University, offers a statistical report of
the growth of female activity in certain of the professional sectors from 1970-72 (1977,
p. 129), The report can be tabulated as shown in Table I (the figures are percentages).
Table 1.
Vd.ennary

surgeons
1970

1971

1972
07. Gro .... th

0.2
0.3
0.4
100

De:atisu

Doctors

••U

'.J
'.2
6.1

'.0
'.6
I'

42

Phannacisu
34.4
39.6
41.1
20
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While these figures are in no way dramatic. they do reflect, over a very short period. the
increasing number of women who are receiving a university education in fields which,
with the exception of pharmacy, have traditionally been wholly peculiar to men.

(b) Education. In Spain, education is by far the most important single objective
indicator of socia-economic class. Amanda de Miguel (1977, p. 341) points out that.
during the 1970s. only 19.5070 of those who studied BachiIJeralO Superior, and 1O.2l1Jo of
those who went to University in Old Castile came from we backgrounds. In other words,
800]0 of Bachi1/erato students and 900/0 of university students in Old Castile in the 19705
were members of the middle and upper classes. This gives some idea of the close cannexion between education and socio-economic class.

,

With regard to the position of females in the education system, Maria Angeles Duran
(1977, p. 195) has observed that the proponion of young females extending their studies
beyond the limits of compulsory education rose sharply in the 1970s, and Amanda de
Miguel (1977, pp. 312-13) has funher indicated that female expansion in secondary and
higher education is considerably greater than that of males. Foessa (1976, pp. 373 and
383) concluded from its survey that 'el grupo mdsJavorable al trabajo extradomestico de
la mujer se da entre Jas jovenes que esrudian y trabajan', and, more imponantly, that
'los mayores cambios, en 10 que a su concepcion del papel de la mujer se refiere. se dan
entre las jovenes que eswdian'.
In vie..... of the co.reiation between education and socia-economic class, it appears that
the role of women in Spanish society is being questioned primarily by middle-class
females.
(c) Attitudes. Attltdes to the role of women in Spain today are not only being revised
by MC females. In 1975, Foessa attempted 10 elicit from Spaniards of both sexes, and all
socia-economic groups and ages, their opinion concerning equal treatment and opportunities for women. It did this by asking them whether or not they agreed with the statement contained in Table 2 (1976, p. 387).
Table 2.
One can allow a boy to return
home iate:ll night. A girl
mU~1 be assigned a time.
'Ie in agreement

UCIUMC
37.6

MMC

LMC

WC

47.9

51.4

61

It seems logical !o conclude from these figures that, as one ascends the social-class
continuum, one finds greater suppon given to the idea of equal treatment for women. The
working-classes remain the most resistant to change. The results of the survey may well
reflect the greater effort made by young MC females to effect a change in attitudes in
their homes.
(d) Summary. Several independel1;t sociological surveys performed in Spain in the
1970s have shown that middle-class women have begun to increase significantly their
participation in secondary and higher education, and their activity in the economy. This
change seems to have been prompted by a desire on their part to assert their self-
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imponance and to manifest their dissatisfaction with the role assigned to them over the
past 40 yr. It is probably no coincidence that the re-emergence of the feminist Movement,
which is composed principally of MC inteUectuals, also took place in the early 19705.
The progress made by MC women since then is undoubtedly reflected in the way in which
MC, more particularly UMC, Spaniards in general support the idea of equal treatment
for women, whereas the working classes remain reluctant to accept any change in the
situation encouraged by the Franco regime.
Types of variable

In the Valladolid speet:b community, there are phonological variables of both 'fine'
and 'sharp' stratificational types. A 'fine' stratificational variable is one which dissects
the social-class continuum discreetly. It fonDS part of the language of speakers of all
socio-et':onomic groups and differs in its use from one speaker to another only in the
frequency with which each of its variants occurs. The frequency of each variant will
depend primarily on the formality of the situation and the social characteristics of the
speaker. For example, in British society, with the possible exception of those areas
designated h·less, like South Wales, the phonological variable (h), i.e. the presence or
absence of the aspirate, is found in the language of speakers of all socio-economic groups.
However, the frequency of the prestige-variant, or presence of the aspirate, is normally
much higher amongst the middle c1:uses than amongst the working classes. But there is no
specific point along the social-class continuum at which the frequency of the aspirate is
suddenly increased dramatically. On the contrary, its frequency increases gradually and
(h) can therefore be classified as a fme suatificational variable.
A 'sharp' stratificational variable, on the other hand, dissectS the social-class continuum abruptly, cleanly sepU3ting one social group from another. In Valladolid. there
are two types of sharp stratificational variable: the type peculiar to MC vallisoleranos
which is not found as a variable in the language of the working classes: and the type which
characterizes WC speech forming no pan of the language of MC speakers. The variable
(muy), for example, with its variants (mw{-mull and [mu) in expressions like 'mu(y)
bueno', is a variable only in WC speech. MC valJisoleranos use the form [mwl .... mUll
exclusively. The same goes for MC variables which have variants peculiar to Me speech.
A predominance of fine stratificational variables in a community suggests a high degree
of mobility up or down the sociai-class continuum, whereas a predominance of sharp
stratificational variables suggests limited social mobility. The Valladolid speech com·
munity is characterized principally by sharp stratificational variables.

we variables.
(I) The variable (muYl

The variable (muy) has two variants: [mwl .... mUll the prestige form, assigned the value
(muy I), and [mu] the stigmatized fonn, assigned the value (muy 2). The behaviour of
(muy) according to sex, socio-economic class, and contextUal style is expressed statistically in Table 3. As will be the case for all the variables, the frequency of each variant of
the variable is presented as a percentage score of the total number of occurrences of that
variable observed among the different socio-economic groups in the various social
contexts.
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Table 3. Variable (muyl by c!:;w. su :lnd style
Style

Cbn

Su
M

Variant

CS

RPS

WI-"

MP'

mwi _mllj

91

100

100

100

m.

2

mwi _mllj

99
I

100

100

100

"

100

100

100

m.
",wi ..... "'uj

100

100

100

100

57

100

100

100

UMC
F
M

m.
mwl ..... "'uj

l.Me

F
M

uwe
F
M

m.
mwi _lPfllj

m.
mwl_m",j

100

"

100

100

100

m.

..

"

100

100

73

100

mwi ..... muj

m.

LWC
F

I

mwi ..... mllj

m.

31

n

I

.."

100

Except for the anomalous score achieved by L we females in WLS, stylistic variation is
complete.ly regular. Each social group reduces the frequency of (muy 2) as it moves from
the informal to the formal end of the srylistic continuum. Socia1<1ass differentiation. bowever. is not entirely orthodox. Male informants .can indeed be ranked hierarchically
according to socio-economic class, with LWC speakers showing the highest frequency of
s!igmatized fonns in CS, and UMC speakers the lowest. But female informanU depart
from the pattern one might expect. In CS, LWC females are not only far more conservative than the males of their own social class, but also more conservative tban the males
of the UWC. Yet they still use (muy 2) considerably in this style. Females of the uwe and
LMC are absent from the table for this variant, whilst UMC females are at least represented. The use of (rnuy 2) by U t1 C females, although seemingly insignificant, compares
curiously with the: complete absence of this variant in uwe and LMC female speech and
has three possible explanations. First, it could be dismissed as a mere anomaly. Alt~!'Da
tively, and this is a view that I have taken elsewhere (Williams, in press), it could be seen
as the incipient infiltration of a non-standard form into UMC female speech which, when
taken along with their clearly unorthodox behaviour for a whole series of variables
characterizing MC speech, might be thought lO be yet anOlher indication of the Changing
role of UMC females in contemporary Spanish society. The third possibility has to do
with Trudgill's explanation of the conservative nature of female speech. He suggests that
one of the reasons why women in general avoid we linguistic features is because of the
close association between the concept of masculinity and WC speech. It is clear from
Table 3 that (muy 2) is not only characteristic of we spetth but also, more especially,
of male WC spe:tth. and it could, therefore. be argued that whereas UMC females. as we
shall see, do appear to renect their changing role in society by means of marked
unorthodox handling of MC variables, the low score they achieve for (muy) reveals their
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reluctance to use we variables because of the close association between these and the
concept of masculin-jty. Only time will tell which, if any. of these explanations is accu"rate.
(2) The variable (sc)
The variable (sc) as found in words like 'asco', possesses three variants in the VaIladolid
speech community. which can be arranged hierarchically in the following way: (sc I) or

[sk]; (S-C 2) or [hk}; and (sc 3) or [xk]. Table 4 represents the differentiation of (sc)
according to socio-economic class, sex and style. The differentiation of (sc) according to
sex illustrates how (sc 2) and (sc 3) are not only peculiar to we speech but are, as in the
case of (muy), predominantly characteristic of the language of we males. However, even
among this group the position of (sc 1) remains reasonably secure.
Table 4. Variable (sc) by da.n. sell. and slyle
SlyJe
Class

S..

Varianl

es

RPS

WLS

MPS

,k

100

100

hk

"

100

M

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

,k

"

,k

100

100

100

100

"

OS

100

100

82
12

100

100

100

hk

xk

6

'k

UMC

,k
F

hk

xk
,k
M

hk

xk
LMe

'k
F

hk

xk
,k
M

hk

6
8

uwe
F

hk

xk
,k
M

hk

xk

8

J)

,

LWe

'k
F

Close examination-of the way in wniChtne we va1iables(muy) and"(sc) are handled i n - - Valladolid reveals that we females are more sensitive to social speech than their male
counterparts and are much less likely than these to use non- or sub-standard linguistic
features. Whereas Labov's data are confusing here. the results of the Valladolid survey are
quite clear.
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Me V:lri3bles'
The variable (·cc-)
The variants of (-ce-) arranged hierarchically are (-cc-l) or [k9 .... re] and «c·2) or
jee- aJ. The alternative pronunciations of the pr~tige form CQuid arguably be: classified as
different variants and, in fact, separate scores were computed for both forms and are
induded in Table 5. However. use of [k8] or Iy8] depends, for the most part, on the spttd
of discourse and while this could be seen to be related in some way to formality and
emphasis. it makes much more sense, for present purposes, 10 group them together in
(I)

opposition to (-cc-1), which is clearly the stigmatized variant. In this way. general paUerns

of co-variation will be easier to identify. This is the sort of coarsening of the data to which
I referred above and which will hold for the prestige forms of all the Me variables to be
looked at here.
Table 5. Variable (cc) by dan, sex and style
Slyle
Class

S"
M

Variant

CS

RPS

WLS

MPS

"r'
ee-e

""

61

"

"

"r'

. .

UMC

F

ea-e
M

"r'
••r'

F

F

M
LWC

F

27

100

"

"

10

"'I

10
l'

..
l'

"

"

100

100

100

100

ge- H

100

100

100

100

a&-8

100

100

,
"

100

100

""

98- a
UWC

"

7J

10

"

98- 8
M

7
7

"

"
"
"

a8- 8
LMC

70

II

"
27

10

100

"

"

••
"

••r'

••
"

98-8

100

100

100

Table'S reveals the co·variation of this variable with socio-et:onomic class, sex and contextual style. UMC females use the, stigmatized variant or (-cc·Z) more often than their
male counterparts i:t CS and in RPS. In WLS and MPS, however, both groups achieve
almost identical scores for this variant. Males and females of the LMC use (·cc·Z)
invariably in .CS, with females shifting to become slightly more conservative in more
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continuum, UMC speakers shifl normally only as far as WLS. They then suddenly reverse
the direction of stylistic variation between this point and MPS. thereby signalling that
they may be beginning to question ~tablished values.
(3) The variable (-x-)
In words like 'aomen', the variable (-x-) has the variants (-x-I) or [ks _ rs] and (-;r-2)
or [5). Table 7 illustrates how the females of both classes sha....' a higher incidence of (·x-2)
than their male counterpartS in RPS, WLS and MPS. In CS. there is no difference
between male and female scores for this variant. Once again, then, Me females generally
display a greater disregard for traditional. pres:tige forms than the males of their respective
social classes.
Tabl~

7. Variable (-x·) by CllLS1, sex and $lyle

Slylc

a.u

Vuianl

CS

RPS

'",.,

"

"

84

'I

7

.7

"

"•
"

64

UMC

F

LMC

WLS

S"

"
F

'I

'",.

•

"
7

"

"",

100

""

100

•

'",
T'

7J

7

6IJ
7

100

"
100

UWC

F

'I
LWe

F

'",.,
'",.
•

'",.,

'IPS

,
,

"
•

"

"

:7

"
"

J
76

..
12

7

17

"

20

"

"
"
"

100

,

'00

"

100

9J

100

100

100

100

100

100

7

'00

"

(4) The variable (et)
The varianu of (et) as this variable occurs in words like 'aClO' are (et 1) or [kl_ ytl, (et 2)
or {If _ t), and (el3) or [61- !t). As Table 8 shows, RPS has been replaced, in this instance.
by RWLS or Rapid Word·List Style. This is because (el) was discovered too late during

fiei::lwcrk for oc::::.!r~er.ces of the variable to be embedded into the reading passage. The
scores in Table g seem to indicate that RWLS was not entirely unsuccessful in representing
some kind of imermediate point along the stylistic continuum between CS and WLS.
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Table I. Variable (('I) by clau.. $tyle and sex
Style

o.u

Sa

Variant

k'
M

"

It-I

,,-~

UMC

f

*'

"

II ..... ,

at .... .!t

M

*'

"

",.

..
1

"
"
••
•

tl_ 1
9t-!t

88

kr

22

"

1

LMC

f

CS

It ..... ,

9t-'t

,

..

WLS

MPS

"

92

iOO

1

••

"•

70

RWLS

21
3J

,
"
"
"
,
10

60

.

17

I.

"

26
1
1
60

IJ

21

17
17

'00

100

.. ..

kr

M

"

It_I

i.

9t .... 11

90

100

UWC
kr

f

"

1t ..... 1

"-,,
kr

M

"

1t .... 1

at .....11
LWC
kr

f

"t

It....

81 ..... !t

'00

'00

,
"

100

.."

'00

•
..•
•

100

..•

'00

'00

100

With the exception of es, UMC females use (et 3) more than UMC males in all contextual styles. They also reverse the direction of style·shifting between WLS and MPS and
this may well suggest that they Question traditional, prestige values. UMC males, on the
other hand, are extremely conservative in their handling of (et) and only use non-standard
forms in CS. In this way, they reveal emphatically their support of (et I).
In contrast to UMC behaviour for this variable, L"fG females are, for the most part,
more conservative than LMe males. However, whereas the males of this class show a
similar. if not identical, pattern of stylistic variation to that of UMC females, LMC
females vary their handling of (et) hardly at all from one social context to another.
Conclusion
The data supplied in Tables 3-8 allow the following conclusions to be drawn:
(I) The behaviour of we variables in Valladolid clearly demonstrates lhat we females
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are, indeed. senslUve to social speech. They regularly display more frequent use of
prestige variants than their male counterparts and reduce dramatically the number of
stigmatized forms they use as they move from CS to RPS. The Valladolid data contrast
sharply with Labov's inconclusive findings here.
(2) UMC females generally show themselves to be rather less concerned to preserve
traditional. prestige features than the males of their social group. This lower level of
concern is manifested in their willingness often to use a higber proportion of non-standard
forms than UMC males. especially in formal contexts, and in their frequent reversal of
the patlc:rn of stylistic variation between WLS and MPS. I have argued above that this
reversal in the direction of stylistic variation responds to the action of the 'Cursi-Paleto'
dialectic and indicates that established values are being questioned. The effects of the
dialectic, it is true, are not limited to UMC females and extend to UMC males and LMC
speakers. But UMC females are the group most often affected. Occasionally, LMC
females also show themselves to be more radical than the males of their social class, but
the extent of their unorthodoxy is considerably less than that of UMC females. Thus, in
terms of phonological bebaviour, the most radical social group in Valladotid appears to
be that of UMC females. This seems entirely consonant with the fact that UMC women
are spearheading the changing role of women in contemporary Spanish society and
establishes yet another clear link between linguistic and social behaviour.
(3) According to Trudgill (1974, pp. 94-95), women use more 'correct' forms of language
than men because the)' are rated socially on 'bow they appear' rather than by 'what they do',

and because of the close association between WC speech and the concept of mascu1i.n.ity.
Implicit in the first of these two explanations is the assumption tbat a change in .the rol~
of women which caused them to be rated socially by 'what they did' rather than On 'how
the)' appeared' could conceivably be accompanied oy an adjustment in their linguistic
behaviour, i.e. b)' a tendency for them to rely less on 'correct' language to signal their
Status. On the other hand, it would not be illogical to infer from the set:ond point
advanced by Trudgill that it alone might be sufficient not only to encourage women to
avoid using WC features but also to deter them, to a greater or less extent, from relaxing
their language in this direction regardJess of any change in their role or status in society.
Is it at all possible that either of Trudgill's explanations could render the other redun·
dant~ The results of the Valladolid survey demonstrate that certain MC females appeaJ
to have adjusted their linguistic behaviour in response to changes in their role in Spanisr.
society. This adjusunent takes its clearest form in the relatively high proponion of nOnstandaJ'd variants they use, particularly in fonnal styles, for a whole series of MC
variables, and in their reversal of the pattern of stylistic variation for a number of these
variables between WLS and MPS. This suggests that the close connexion between we
speech and masculinity is insufficient to nullify all the possible linguistic effects of c
change in female social behaviour. Many MC females in Valladolid are showing signs 0:
rejecting established linguistic norms and of moving in the direction of non-prestig~
forms. It is important to remember. however, that the linguistic features so far referre(
to are variables only in MC speech and one may well ask whether MC females give an
sign of acquiring features of WC speech. Briefly, UMC females do show very limited U!
of (muy 2). In Table 3. they achieve a very low incidence of this variant, which is a featuI
mainly characteristic of male we speech. The significance of this low score is not dea.
but should not be dismissed as anomalous until sufficient time has elapsed in which tho
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progress or demise of (muy 2) amongst MC females can be observed. If over the next
decade or two MC females continue to push for a more active role in society, and if this
continues to be reflected in their linguistic behaviour, it should be possible to arrive at
some fum conclusions concerning (muy). If the incidence of (muy 2) does not increase
amongst MC females or disappears, then its use by UMC females in Table 3 may be seeD
as an anomaly. This would mean that the identification of WC speech with the idea of
masculinity does not deter MC females from adjusting their linguistic behaviour away
from the standard language in reponse to changes in their social behaviour, but that it
does seem to prevent them from adopting features which are characteristic of male WC
speech. In other words, shifts in female linguistic behaviour which mirror changes in their
social behaviour are a reality but appear subject to certain binding sociolinguistic con·
straints. On the other hand, a significant increase in the frequency of (muy 2) amongst
MC females over the same time·scale would be a clear indication that, in Valladolid at
least, the associatior.s of masculinity attached to WC language are rather less imPOrtant
in helping to determine female speech patterns than the actual role women perform in
sociecy. We must wait to find out the answer.
(4) Finally, the use of the Self·Evaluation Test allowed Labov (1966), in his New York
survey, and Trudgill (1974), in his study of Norwich English, to discover the existence of
certain covert linguistic norms operating discreetly, but nevertheless powerfully, below
the level of public awareness and in opposition to the overtly recognized prestige forms
reflected in the uniform patterns of stylistic variation shared by the respective speech
communities. According to both linguists, high covert prestige is associated with WC
speech fonDS by the males of all socio~onomic groups. Presumably, this is because of
the close connexion between the idea of masculinity and WC speech which Trudgill has
pointed to. However, Trudgill (1975, p. 103) goes further than Labov, claiming that in
Norwich 'for male speakers and for female speakers under 30, Don·srandard WC speecll
forms arc highly valued, although these values arc not usually overtly expressed'.' In
Valladolid. female speakers under 30, who are members of the highest socio--economic
group, can be seen to be moving away from traditional norms in the direction of sub·
standard or non-prestige features_ With the exception of (muy), it could be argued that
these fonns are DO[ clearly characteristic of WC speech.· Nevertheless, what is incontrovertible is that young UMC females are rejecting traditional, prestige forms and are
moving towards what hitherto have heen non· or sub·standard speech-fonns and.
curiously. this movement is overtly expressed in their patterns of stylistic variation.
Ar:k"owftdgtmtnts_( would like to lhank Steven Dodd of Exeter University for his advice concerning the
presentation of data. and Professor Keith Whinnom, abo of Exeter University, for reading a draft of the manuscript and mlkin; many useful suggestions.

NOTES
I Tha Itticle was presented in the form of. paper at lhe IX Romarn:e LinJUistics Seminar held ..t ~bridle
University on 5 and 6 January, 11181.
I De'liled aplOln..tion of lhe methodololY used evidently cannot be given here. However. I few things such as
the number of infonnOlflU interviewed I..IId the n..ture of cmain upecu of the questionnaire do need to be
menlioned. Sill months before Ihe definitive survey beau I performed .. small pilot SUl"O'ey involving 12 informanu. This ~ intended 10 lat the quc:stionn..ire and to identify tentatively .. number of phonologic.aJ
¥'In.. hles..,,d their vari..nu. In the definitive survey, 211 informUlts were interviewed, 13 male ..nd 16 femaJc.
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Unfonunate!y. 3 or lbest interviews tould nOI be used. The: Llpc·r«etdin, of ont Lower Middlc<ws (LMC,
female was (alllly; one LMC ma.lt. althou.&h born aDd bred 10 Valladolid. had a YU)' thid: d.ialee:t ll~nt OLlIe
was mcn:forc excluded from the averqe scores compu.tecl for tW. s.oc:io-ecooomic I"oup; and one Up~
WorlW1&-d.us (UWC) female consistently adUncd SotOrcs clw"aacristic of Upper Middlc<1&n (UMq females.
She tOO was excluded. from the lvualC JC:Or=; for her soc:io-eamomic IfOUP. The WI two of these will at wme
stare require sepuatt atW)'Sis. The lin&! toW of 26 iDfonnanu fOf the definitive JIlrt'cy rep=u DOt .,eStOup. four 5oc:ial classes, and bol.h sexes. This number compares not unfavourlbly with Tnldaill's 6(
infonnanu in Norwich who n:prtsent IneD aae-groups, five social c;lwes, and both saCl (see TrlJdsUl. 1914).
The mOrt formal SectiON Or the questiowairt consisted of various word lim and I conl.i.nuous passasc, all o~
which informantS were invited 10 read. The readinl PUUlC or some 27. wonis was tompo~ed by myself ane
checked by .. native speak~ of Sp&nish. The punIC cODtained eumples of the relevanl phonoloaieaJ variable::
and wa$ wrinm i.e I eODYasiitional slyle. Of the word lins, MPS contaiued 65 pain, WLS IJ7 lcxieal items, 1.lI~
R.WLS (to be: read flpidly) "J ilalU. The lollowinl eumples arc (tom MPS bUI the second member ol c.a:::
pair. ""bid1 conWus the relcqN varia.ble, could also serve: to illuslrlJ.e the n.atun: olWLS and. R.WLS:
lOf (MIIY), MKnUnIlfll_mllY SlIde; for~) eje-e que;
lOf V:COllt). c:seo,rr-acomlli,ar. for (',1".). drsistir-o:islir.
lor (-«,-), 1IlIddll-!tfIai611; and lot (ct), t;V~tW1'.
The mau:hinJ; of pain; WIS only dillicull in the ease ol (sc). Hal: the dWieuity IIY not in nalChinc the stiema·
thcd vuianl but iD malChiDl the phenetie C!lWOftmC!lI. Consequcc.tly, this is the leasl saWlaaory of the pain
HowcYc::". since the stlpaatiu:d v&tWIt of this variable harc1ly ()C:l;Ull"Ul outside CS as the relevant able shoW$.
this need cause 00 concern.
One more poinl Deeds to be made with reprd to MPS. Because of the very close link berwccn onholraphy an:
pronunciuion in stuwd Spanish, il sbould be rcme=bac:cI that infOI"tllaDU inevitably had to mue a COflSo"OU:
choice: bct-een tht variants of I variable in this style. Given this, ODe miJbt expect the spdliDa ol the lorr
conta.inin, the variable to have iDcIiDed the reader towards tht traditiooal, prestile fontl and it is. therefOre, a!
tht more millil wbcu informlllU rebel apinsI orthoCt"lPby and chOOK an altenu.Iive: PfOnuncial.ion. The:
selection of variaou in this style taD only be seeD IS ~I conscious &bd thus o:p!aios why I ha"" seeD th:..
conta1 as &b i.lt:lpolUnt indicalor at the '~·PtJJC:IO' dialectic bee bdow). II is cone:c::ivable tlw MPS mao
well prove: les.s helpful in idenutyinJ; sociolinJUistit uends wbeR the link between onboif'l.pby &b4 pre
OUJ:1C:iatiOD is not so close: ud this pcrhap$ explains wby Deither Labov oor Trudgill induded the rcsu.Iu tor ttu.
slyle i.e their graplu. 111. private correspondence 10 me. Trudgill iDdiclIed that MPS had produced betaC'
.ICllCOUS data in Nonvicll.
) It it is uue, u Labov appears to cl&im., WI it is the Nih-est.nanu group in a speech communilY whith d~e=·
mines the linguistic Paltcms whieh arc overtly rccoanizcd as beina prestigious in that COtnmu.D.ily, then il seen:.:
loaical to lSSW!Ie tIw this social ;roup must also fed in a position to be able to reject traditional DOrms frot:"
time to time and cn:&1C new ones which the rest ot the community. in public aclcan, will evamally ted oblile...
to liz: for. This is hardly ncw. Where Labov and I pan company, boweva. is in the matter ot attitudes I.Ow&tett1t compctina; varianu of variables within tht spcecll community. My vi~ on liIIJuistic chan&e, the o.&ture 0
the speech topwuniry, ud OYC!1lnitudes 10 IinJuistic variables in the speech community require more deWle
ap\.u.a.tion tlao CaD be afforded bl:n. All I CaD say for the momCllt is that I sympatb.iu with mueb of what .
expres.sed in Bailey (1m), Bickenoo (1971. pp. "57-92), Knowles (1971, pp. 80-90) and. R.omaille (1982). 1 ...
va1dul to Dr Mu Wheda ot Liverpool Ullivcnity tor thc reference to KIIowlts' 1'iOrk on SCoUK..
• Thcs.c indudt $b\lY c:1 fIl. (1967). WoUram (1969), &bd TrudlPIl (197"). Researth has.ao been pcrlormcd I..
smaIler communities e.c. Anshen (1969). l.ev:ioe and Crockl:lt (1966) etc.
, I propose 10 say somethin& below about the rd.ativc s~ of the ",,0 :ugumCllts supplied by Trudpn t
e:cplaiD the 'cornet' or 'prestigious' Dature ot lemale speech.
, 'Spanisb women an: in I m\lddle (....) They dou't know whe:tbc: to become bostesses, hippies, l~ndit:;;
mothcn. nurses, or Marxisu. The threoe most radical JeCtions ot our society loday lie made up of the yoUll;:
women and the Madrid CoUeat ot Law.' (My ttamlatiOD)
, Whereas, in theory, MC variables an:. by defmition. variablo only ill Me spcecb.. iD pl¥tice thiDp are n,
always quite so c1ear·QIt. OCcasionally, the ockI WC informant achieved IC$S thaD the apccted mann1\::
intonual seore pouible for a panic:u.lar variable and these scores arc iJ:lcluded. in tht relevant tables where this
the case.. H01lfCVCt", web scores CaD UJUaJly. if nOI alwa"" be: explained in one ot""o WI",. F"uu. spe!linl pr
nullciations al%OWIl for the IarICf pan ot them. Tht low level of Iitency &monlll mOlt we Spania.n:Is me&.
that they otten lend 10 read words one lena a.ta time. This obviou.s.ly makes spdJinl pronunealions both a!m(
inevitable and relativelya$)' 10 identify. SecondJy, in I small number ot a.sc:s d~t we proounciation c::.
be explained in temu ot siereotypes. For instanCt, We speai:en tCid to produce (el 3) SYSlcmatica1.ly whCD the
encounter (ct). But thac are a tew StCfeot)-ped cues tike the aprusioo 'beTTio dt III VictOrill' in ""hith almc
aU speakers of Valladolid Spanish, relardlc:s.s of soci~nomic clus, teDd to produce consistelltly (ct 2)
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spontaneous conversation. The occurrence of stereotypes, then, can obviously cause WC speakers to achieve less
lhan the maximum infonnal scores expected for MC variables. Also, as the WC scores and their disposition in
the abies show. it is impossible to idenrify any son o{ correlation between the prestige Conn and social conte,,!.
TIm would seem to suppon the nmion thai what we have here are deviant scores and I, therefore, sec no real
argument {or re-classifying the MC variables as fine variables rather than sharp ones.
I It is unfortunate thaI the limited number of infonnants interviewed in the Norwich survey did not allow for a
breakdown to be made of this sroup of young females according to socio-economic class.
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